Interuniversity Institute for Research and Development

Enabling Interdisciplinary Research,
Generating Leadership,
Developing Expertise,
and Democratizing Access
The Republic of Haiti
Higher Education, Knowledge Production & Nation (Re)Building
To contribute to the development of high-level research and scientific training in Haiti with the aim of improving the educational, socio-economic and political condition of Haiti’s people.
INURED’s strength stems from its access to scholars from around the world that are interested in reshaping and contributing to Haitian academics and policies.
INURED maintains deep connections to diverse sectors of Haitian society including: local government, universities, NGOs, the private sector, international agencies, and marginalized communities.
INSTITUTIONAL OBJECTIVES

- Promote multidisciplinary research
- Contribute to training and renewal of Haiti’s intellectual and professional cadre
- Publish scientific reports to inform development policies and interventions
- Develop international research and training networks through transnational exchange
- Create a space for knowledge exchange, reflection and public debate
INURED ACTIVITIES

- Research
- Scholarship
- Community Intervention
- Policy
- Academic Programs
RESEARCH LABORATORIES

- State, Justice & Policy
- Environment, Agriculture & Patrimony
- Economy, Money & Markets
- Education
- Violence
- Health, Family & Migration

Image: INURED researchers traveling to a survey site in Fond Bleu
CURRENT RESEARCH INITIATIVES

- National Study of Violence Against Children
- National Assessment of Higher Education
- Human Rights & Displaced Populations Community Assessment in Jalousie/Morne l’Hopital
- Micro-entrepreneurship Study
The Challenge for Haitian Higher Education

A Post-earthquake Rapid Assessment of Higher Education in the Port-au-Prince Metropolitan Area

Voices from the Shanties

A Post-earthquake Rapid Assessment of Cite Soleil, Port-au-Prince
SCHOLARLY PRESENTATIONS

- American Anthropological Association
- Society for Applied Anthropology
- Caribbean Studies Association
- Haitian Studies Association

Image: INURED Research Assistants presenting the Violence Against Children study at the 2012 Caribbean Studies Association Meeting in Gosier, Guadeloupe.
COMMUNITY INTERVENTION

- Community Forum
- Youth to Youth Connections
- Child Protection
- Micro-entrepreneurship
POLICY INITIATIVES

- Justice, Security & Rule of Law
- Violence Against Children
- Higher Education Reform
- Human Rights & Displaced Populations (Jalousie/Morne l’Hopital)
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

- Thesis Advisory Program
- International Graduate Student Support Program
- Institutional Review Board Trainings

Image: Research seminar on Diaspora Contributions to Haitian higher education
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMS

- Ten Students
  Ten Dreams

- Haiti
  Scholarship Program

Image: Meeting with parents of Brazil scholarship recipients of Cite Soleil.
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